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Abstract The paper discusses the redesign of the sec-
ond version of the Mantis hybrid leg-wheel mobile
robot, conceived for surveillance and inspection tasks
in unstructured indoor and outdoor environments. This
small-scale ground mobile robot is characterized by a
main body equipped with two front actuated wheels,
a passive rear axle and two rotating legs. Motion on
flat and even ground is purely wheeled in order to
obtain high speed, high energetic efficiency and sta-
ble camera vision; only in case of obstacles or ground
irregularities the front legs realize a mixed leg-wheel
locomotion to increase the robot climbing ability; in
particular, the outer profile of the legs, inspired by the
praying mantis, is specially designed to climb square
steps. The multibody simulations and the experimental
tests on the first prototype have shown the effective-
ness of the mixed leg-wheel locomotion not only for
step climbing, but also on uneven and yielding ter-
rains. Nevertheless, extensive experimental tests have
shown that the front wheels may slip in the last phase
of step climbing in case of contact with some materi-
als. In order to overcome this problem, the leg design
has been modified with the introduction of auxiliary
passive wheels, which reduce friction between legs
and step upper surface; these wheels are connected to
the legs by one-way bearings, in order to rotate only
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when they are pulled by the front wheels, and remain-
ing locked when they have to push forward the robot.
The influence of the auxiliary wheels on the front
wheels slippage is investigated by means of theoretical
analysis and multibody simulations.
Keywords Mobile robot · Hybrid leg-wheel
locomotion · Stability analysis · Multibody
simulation
1 Introduction
In the last years, the scientific and industrial research
interest about ground mobile robots is continuously
growing. Some of the main application fields are
defense and homeland security [1, 2], surveillance
[3], exploration and rescue in dangerous locations
[4–6]. In the research and industrial scenarios there
is a wide variety of proposed locomotion systems,
and it is not easy to perform a complete and syn-
thetic classification and comparison; if we exclude
robots with locomotion principles oriented to special-
purpose applications (such as snake-like, slithering,
adhesive or jumping robots), it is possible to iden-
tify three main categories of ground mobile robots:
wheeled (W), tracked (T), and legged (L); moreover,
four hybrid categories can be derived by combination
(legs-wheels, LW, legs-tracks, LT, wheels-tracks, WT,
legs-wheels-tracks, LWT).
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The pros and cons of these seven categories of loco-
motion systems are outlined in [7–9]. Usually, loco-
motion systems including wheels (W, LW, WT, LWT)
are characterized by high maximum speed and ener-
getic efficiency; locomotion system including tracks
(T, WT, LT, LWT) are suitable for uneven and soft
terrains; locomotion systems including legs (L, LW,
LT, LWT) are characterized by high obstacle climb-
ing ability, but also by high mechanical and control
complexity.
In order to maximize the operative flexibility of
ground mobile robots, the main difficulty is to design
a locomotion system which fulfils conflicting require-
ments, such as high speed and efficiency on flat
terrains and obstacle climbing ability. This problem is
relevant especially for medium-scale and large-scale
robots, because the inertial forces during obstacle
climbing are not negligible. On the other hand, if we
consider small-scale robots, the inertial forces related
to trajectory discontinuities are usually not critical,
and this allows to adopt simpler locomotion mecha-
nisms; therefore there is a wide variety of locomotion
architectures with simplified mechanics, which are not
suitable for heavy robots but that provide an excel-
lent compromise between performance and cost for
lightweight robots. Examples of this design approach
for small-scale robots are RHex [10], Whegs [11]
and Loper [12]; these robots are characterized by a
locomotion principle based on one-degree-of-freedom
rotating legs which perform differential steering; their
mechanical design and their control are quite sim-
ple; nevertheless, thanks to the design of their flexible
legs, their speed and obstacle climbing ability are
rather good. On the other hand, their locomotion is
highly oscillating, and this is a great drawback for
vision-based applications.
Another example of this design approach for small-
scale robots is the stepping triple wheel: this hybrid
LW locomotion system is characterized by three legs
placed at 120◦, with a wheel at each leg end [3, 13–
15]. Locomotion is wheeled on flat terrains, while
the legs rotate with respect to the main body to
climb obstacles and unevenness. Unlike rotating legs
robots, in the wheeled locomotion stepping triple
wheel robots have high energetic efficiency and steady
vision, without camera oscillations.
The rest of this paper deals with the Mantis archi-
tecture [16–18], which is an alternative to rotating
legs and stepping triple wheels concepts. A multibody
model of the robot performing step climbing has been
validated through a comparison with experimental
results [16], and this model has been used to anal-
yse the influence of the main geometric parameters
and of the leg-wheel motion planning on the step-
climbing process [17]. In [18] the prototype behaviour
in different situations, such as locomotion on uneven
terrains, is discussed. The experimental campaign has
shown that for some types of step material and climb-
ing conditions, the friction between front wheels and
ground is weaker than friction between the leg ends
and ground, and this may cause the front wheel slip-
page and, consequently, the robot stop in the last phase
of step climbing. To avoid this effect, the legs have
been modified with the introduction of auxiliary pas-
sive wheels, to switch from sliding friction to a lower
rolling resistance between legs and step upper surface;
the auxiliary wheels are connected to the legs by one-
way bearings, in order to rotate only when they are
pulled by the front wheels, remaining locked when
they have to generate traction. In the present paper, the
influence of the auxiliary wheels on the front wheels
slippage and robot motion is analysed by means of
theoretical analysis and multibody simulations.
2 The Mantis Architecture
The Mantis robot has been conceived as a general-
purpose small scale platform (about 350×300×200
mm) for security and inspection applications which
require a small surveillance equipment (maximum
payload mass: 1 kg). It has been designed to obtain
a great operative flexibility in structured and unstruc-
tured environments, going up and down stairs with
standard-size steps (160 mm of rise, 320 mm of going,
according to UNI 10804:1999) and pivoting around
a vertical axis for maximum manoeuvrability in nar-
row spaces; other considered specifications are steady
locomotion on flat grounds, to obtain high-quality
camera vision, but also the capability of moving in
outdoor environments with uneven terrains and irreg-
ular obstacles.
Starting from these general requirements, the basic
idea of Mantis is to adopt pure wheeled locomotion
on flat grounds, without camera oscillations, while the
rotating legs provide additional traction only in case
of steps, stairs, other obstacles or terrain unevenness.
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Fig. 1 The Mantis robot
The robot (Fig. 1) is characterized by a main body
(a) and two actuated front wheels (b), which perform
differential steering. The passive rear axle (c), which
carries two idle wheels (d), grants the robot stability.
The revolute joint vj permits a relative motion between
a and c while steering, and the revolute joint hj per-
mits the rear axle roll in case of unevenness. Also
the two rotating legs (e) are independently actuated,
so in case of hybrid leg-wheel locomotion on uneven
terrains, when traction is generated concurrently by
legs and wheels, it is possible to steer imposing higher
speed to the front wheel and to the leg on the out-
side of the turn; their praying mantis shape has been
conceived to climb square steps, by grasping the step
upper surface and lifting up the robot body (Fig. 2,
left). Each leg is composed of two links in relative
motion with a passive degree of freedom: the leg ends
can bend thanks to the revolute joints lpj, and elastic
elements are added to soften impacts during the step
descent (Fig. 2, right). The passive degree of freedom
of the legs is unidirectional: the leg ends can bend
only internally, so they can move for shock absorption,
while they are locked by the elastic preload during
climbing.
The first experimental tests on the Mantis 1.0 pro-
totype, performed with manual radio-control by a
human operator, have shown that the combined use
of legs and wheels with differential steering is very
efficient on irregular terrains (Fig. 3) and provides
excellent step-climbing ability (Fig. 4).
Mantis performs step climbing as shown in Fig. 5:
– while the robot approaches the step by wheeled
locomotion, the legs start to rotate forward, grasp-
ing the step and lifting up the robot body (frames
1–3);
– in the position of frame 4, the legs stop; due to the
gravity force, the robot rotates around the contact
point between legs and step upper surface;
– when the front wheels touch the step upper surface
(frame 5), the legs rotate backward for a small
angle, in order to lift up the rear axle (frame 6);
– the front wheels continue to rotate pulling forward
the robot (frames 6, 7); when the rear axle is above
Fig. 2 Step ascent and descent
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Fig. 3 Locomotion on uneven terrain
the step (frame 7), the legs start to rotate frontward
lowering the rear axle until it touches the step;
then the legs lose contact with the ground, and loco-
motion becomes again purely wheeled (frame 8).
In the final phase of the step climbing sequence, after
that the rear axle is elevated above the step (frames
Fig. 4 Step climbing
6-7), the forward motion is originated by the friction
force between front wheels and step upper surface,
and hindered by the friction force between legs and
step upper surface. Usually the first friction force
overcomes the second, because the friction coeffi-
cient between front wheels and step is higher than the
one between legs and step. Nevertheless, the experi-
mental test campaign has shown that in presence of
certain types of step surfaces and climbing conditions
the front wheels may slip, lowering the reliability of
the step climbing manoeuvre. In Sections 3 to 5 sta-
bility and no-slip condition during step-climbing are
discussed.
3 Geometrical Model
Table 1 collects the main robot geometrical param-
eters, shown in Fig. 6; this figure shows also the
variable leg angle θl , which is null when the leg is
vertical. Step climbing can be analysed considering a
planar model: the robot reference frame (x ′, z′) has its
center on the front wheels axis Of , and the point Ol is
the intersection of the axis of the actuated leg revolute
joints with the x′z′ plane.
For sake of generality, a nondimensional approach
is used, based on the geometrical ratios collected in
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Fig. 5 Step climbing
Table 2. The third column of this table shows the
corresponding values of the Mantis 1.0 prototype. Let
us note that only α is influenced by the step height,
which is obviously variable; the value of α of Table 2
is related to the standard rise (h = 160 mm).
The maximum pitch angle position during step
climbing is shown in Fig. 7: Ol is aligned vertically
with the contact point between leg and step upper sur-
face. Since the leg outer profile is a circular arc with
radius rl and center Ol , there is a range of leg posi-
tions which corresponds to the maximum pitch angle.
In these positions, the robot weight is not sufficient to
overcome the elastic preload of the passive degrees of
Table 1 Main Geometrical Parameters
Parameter Symbol
front wheel radius rf
rear wheel radius rr
leg radius rl
x-coordinate of Ol in the robot reference frame x′l
z-coordinate of Ol in the robot reference frame z′l
wheelbase i
step height h
freedom of the legs; therefore the maximum pitch can
be obtained by the geometrical model of Fig. 7:
θmax = ϕmax − δ = arcsin
(
γl + 2α − β√








4 Stability Analysis During Step Climbing
The static stability condition is verified if the vertical
projection of the center of mass is within the sup-
port polygon [19]. With reference to the maximum
pitch angle position shown in Fig. 7, the static stability
condition is verified if:
δG + θmax = arctan
(
ψG + 1 − β
γ + ξG
)
+ θmax < π
2
(2)
where ξG = x′G/rf and ψG = z′G/rf represent the
normalized coordinates of the robot overall center
of mass G in the robot reference frame with the
legs in rest position, pointing backward (θl=90◦). In
the stability analysis these coordinates are considered
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Fig. 6 Main geometrical
parameters
independent of the leg position, and this hypothesis is
conservative, because moving the legs in step climbing
improves stability.
Given the center of mass position, considering
Eqs. 1 and 2, it is possible to obtain the limit of
stability condition as a function of the robot design
parameters and of the step height, which is represented
by the following equation:
arctan
(





⎜⎝ rl + h − rr√(
i + x′l
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Table 2 Geometrical Ratios
Ratio symbol Definition Prototype value










Starting from Eq. 3 it is possible to obtain the
expression of (1/α)max, which represents the normal-
























(γ +ξl)2+(ψl +1−β)2 (4)
Fig. 7 Maximum pitch angle position during step climbing
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The ratio (1/α)max corresponds to the maximum
step height hmax:















)2+(z′l +rf −rr )2 (5)
The value of (1/α)max is 1.55 for the configuration
of Table 2. Eqs. 4 and 5 define the influence of the
wheelbase and of the leg radius on stability in the max-
imum pitch angle position; nevertheless these parame-
ters are bounded by other functional requirements, not
related to step climbing:
• if the wheelbase is too long, the robot manoeu-
vrability in narrow spaces becomes poor, because
the robot cannot pivot around a vertical axis by
imposing equal and opposite front wheel speeds;
• the legs have to be sufficiently long to touch the
ground, in order to perform a mixed leg-wheel
locomotion on uneven terrains, and this condition
is represented non-dimensionally by the inequal-
ity γl > ψl + 1.
In the last phase of the step-climbing manoeuvre,
when the robot is suspended on front wheels and
legs (Fig. 5, frames 5 to 7), the stability condition is
verified if the center of mass vertical projection lies
between the contact points of front wheels and legs
Fig. 8 Final position of the step climbing without auxiliary
wheels
with the step upper surface Cf and Cl , (Fig. 8), that is:
xCl < xG < xCf (6)
Considering the geometry shown in Fig. 8 it is possi-
ble to express the inequalities (6) as follows:
0 < ψG sin θ − ξG cos θ < ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ
+
√
γ 2l − (1 + ψl cos θ + ξl sin θ)2 (7)
Fortunately, all the heaviest components of the
robot (gearmotors, gear pairs, front wheels, legs, front
wheel shafts with bearings, leg shafts with bearings,
batteries, control devices) are placed on the main
body, with centres of mass close to Of ; also the pay-
load (camera, environmental sensors) is located on
the upper/front part of the main body; on the other
hand, the rear axle supports only the rear idle wheels,
much lighter than the front ones; therefore, the sta-
bility condition expressed by the inequalities (6) is
easily fulfilled. A shorter wheelbase i is favourable for
the stability condition (6) and for the robot manoeu-
vrability in narrow spaces, but the minimum value of
i is bounded by the maximum pitch angle stability
condition (2).
As discussed in Section 2, in the last phase of the
step climbing manoeuvre (Fig. 5, frames 6-7) front
wheels slippage may occur for particular friction char-
acteristics of the step horizontal surface; to solve this
problem, the proposed solution is to introduce auxil-
iary wheels connected to the legs by one-way bear-
ings, in order to have rolling friction instead of sliding
Fig. 9 Final position of the step climbing with auxiliary wheels
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friction between legs and step in this phase; one-way
bearings are necessary to avoid backward rolling when
the robot is rotating around the contact point between
legs and step (Fig. 5, frames 4-5) and in other oper-
ative conditions, for example during mixed leg-wheel
locomotion on uneven terrains. The auxiliary wheels
have radius rla and their axes are placed in Ola at a
distance (rl − rla) form Ol , as shown in Fig. 9.
Auxiliary wheels do not influence stability in the
maximum pitch position of Fig. 7, but they influ-
ence stability in the final position of step climbing.
Introducing the geometrical ratio γla = rla/rf and
considering the geometry shown in Fig. 9 it is possible
to express the stability condition (6) as follows:
0 < ψG sin θ − ξG cos θ < ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ
+
√
(γl − γla)2 − (1 − γla + ψl cos θ + ξl sin θ)2 (8)
5 No-Slip Condition During Step Climbing
When the robot is suspended on front wheels and legs
in static conditions, without auxiliary wheels (Fig. 8),
it is possible to evaluate the normal reaction forces
Rf and Rl (in Cf and Cl) by imposing vertical and




⎜⎝1− ψG sin θ − ξG cos θ
ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ +
√




Rl = mg ψG sin θ − ξG cos θ
ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ +
√
γ 2l − (1 + ψl cos θ + ξl sin θ)2
(10)
The no-slip condition is:
Rf ff > Rlfl (11)
where ff is the static friction coefficient between
wheels and step upper surface and fl is the static
friction coefficient between legs end and step upper
surface; using Eqs. 9 and 10 the no-slip condition (11)
can be expressed by the following inequality:
ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ +
√
γ 2l − (1 + ψl cos θ + ξl sin θ)2




When the auxiliary wheels are present, the normal
reaction forces Rf and Rl can be evaluated similarly
considering the geometry of Fig. 9:
Rf = mg
⎛
⎜⎝1 − ψG sin θ − ξG cos θ
ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ +
√
(γl − γla)2 − (1 − γla + ψl cos θ + ξl sin θ)2
⎞
⎟⎠ , (13)
Rl = mg ψG sin θ − ξG cos θ
ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ +
√
(γl − γla)2 − (1 − γla + ψl cos θ + ξl sin θ)2
. (14)
In this case the no-slip condition is:
Rf ff > Rlflr , (15)
where flr is the rolling resistance coefficient between
auxiliary wheels and step upper surface; using Eqs. 13
and 14 the no-slip condition (15) can be expressed by
the following inequality:
ψl sin θ − ξl cos θ +
√
(γl − γla)2 − (1 − γla + ψl cos θ + ξl sin θ)2
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The comparison between Eqs. 12 and 16 shows
the positive influence of the auxiliary wheels dur-
ing the critical final phase of step climbing (Fig. 5,
frames 6, 7), which is performed with slightly nega-
tive pitch angles (θ ≈ 5◦) to avoid contact between
step edge and rear wheels: as a matter of fact, the
numerators of the left sides of Eqs. 12 and 16 are very
close, since γla << γl , while the rolling resistance
coefficient flr is much lower than fl ; therefore, it is
much easier to fulfil (16) than (12) for any ground
condition.
6 Dynamic Simulations
The effectiveness of the introduction of the legs aux-
iliary wheels in the step climbing process has been
assessed by multibody simulation, comparing the two
multibody models (without and with auxiliary wheels)
shown respectively in Fig. 10a and b.
The first model is composed of four bodies: B1,
which represents the main body a and the rear axle c;
B2, which represents the front wheels, is connected to
B1 by the revolute joint R1−2; B3, which represents
the rear wheels, is connected to B1 by the revolute
joint R1−3; B4, which represents the legs, is connected
to B1 by the revolute joint R1−4. In the second model
body B5 represents the auxiliary wheels and is con-
nected to B4 by the revolute joint R4−5, which is
locked in one rotation direction in order to model the
one-way bearings behaviour.
In both models, the motions of the revolute joints
R1−2 and R1−4 are determinate, because their posi-
tions are imposed by the actuators as functions of
time. The contact force Ci−G (i = 2. . . 4 for both mod-
els, and also i = 5 for the second model) is defined
between the body Bi and the ground.
Simulations have been performed using the Mantis
1.0 geometry, defined in Table 2, with a wheel radius
rf = 55 mm and considering the 160 mm standard
rise; for the second model the radius of the auxiliary
wheels is 15 mm.
The masses of the bodies 1 to 4 have been
derived from the first prototype:mB1 = 1.9 kg;mB2 =
0.5 kg; mB3 = 0.2 kg; mB4 = 0.4 kg; the mass of
B5 is 0.04 kg. The definition of the unilateral contact
forces Ci−G is based on the real compliance and fric-
tion coefficients of tires and legs tips, which have been
measured on the prototype.
The step climbing manoeuvre starts (Fig 5, frame
1) with vertical legs and initial distance df 0 of the
front wheel axis Of from the step; during the whole
manoeuvre the front wheels speed ωw is constant,
while the motion law of the legs is more complex.
As a matter of fact, the legs rotate frontward to grasp
the step and lift the robot body (Fig. 5, frames 2, 3),
then the legs stop (Fig. 5, frame 4); while legs are
stopped, the robot starts to rotate around the contact
point P between legs and step upper surface thanks to
the gravity force, because its center of mass is placed
forward with respect to P . After that the front wheels
touch the step upper surface (Fig. 5, frame 5) the legs
rotate backward for a small angle, in order to lift up
the rear axle (Fig. 4, frame 6); the front wheels con-
tinue to rotate pulling forward the robot (Fig. 5, frame
7); when the rear axle is above the step, the legs start
to rotate frontward and lose contact with the ground
(Fig. 5, frame 8).
Accordingly, the motion law of the legs is divided
in the five phases A to E, shown in Fig. 11:
A. (Fig. 5, frames 1–4): forward rotation with con-
stant acceleration αA for t ∈ [0, tA1); constant
speed ωA for t ∈ [tA1, tA2); constant deceleration
–αA for t ∈ [tA2, tB);
B. (Fig. 5, frames 4–5): stop at angle θB for t ∈[tB,
tC0);
C. (Fig. 5, frames 5–6): backward rotation with con-
stant acceleration –αC for t ∈ [tC0, tC1), constant
speed –ωC for t ∈ [tC1, tC2), constant deceleration
αC for t ∈ [tC2, tD);
D. (Fig. 5, frames 6–7): stop at angle θD for t ∈ [tD,
tE0);
E. (Fig. 5, frames 7–8): forward rotation with con-
stant acceleration αE for t ∈ [tE0, tE1) and then
with constant speed ωE for t ≥ tE1, to reach the
leg rest position.
The comparison of the two multibody models of
Fig. 10 confirms the effectiveness of the introduction
of the auxiliary wheels. Figures 12 to 15 show the
simulation results of both models with the motion law
defined by the following parameters:
• initial distance df 0 = 210 mm
• front wheels: ωw = 150◦/s
• legs: tA1 = 0.1 s; tA2 = 3.8 s; tB = 3.9 s; tC0 =
4.10 s; tC1 = 4.20 s; tC2 = 4.30 s; tD = 4.40 s;
tE0 = 4.90 s; tE1 = 5.00 s; αA = αC = αE =
600◦/s2; ωA = ωC = ωE = 60◦/s
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Fig. 10 Planar multibody
model without auxiliary
wheels (a) and with
auxiliary wheels (b)
Figure 12 shows the legs velocity law for both mod-
els (red) and the one-way bearings speed, only for
Fig. 11 Step climbing leg motion law
the model equipped with auxiliary wheels. Figures 13
and 14 compare the front wheels moment: during
phases C and D, between 4.10 s and 4.90 s, the rotation
of the auxiliary wheels (Fig. 12) switches from slid-
ing friction between legs and horizontal step surface to
lower rolling friction, thus reducing the wheel torque,
lowering the risk of slip and improving the reliability
of the manoeuvre; in this time period the presence of
the auxiliary wheels influences also the legs moment
(Fig. 15), while the robot trajectory is nearly the same
for the two models (Fig. 16).
The motion law parameters used in the previ-
ously discussed simulations have been selected for a
standard step (160 mm of rise); both the simulation
campaign and the experimental tests have shown that
Mantis can climb higher square steps (up to about 200
mm of rise); while for steps lower than 160 mm the
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Fig. 12 Legs angular speed (◦/s, red) and oneway bearing speed (°/s, blue)
Fig. 13 Front wheels moment [Nmm] without auxiliary wheels (blue) and with auxiliary wheels (red)
Fig. 14 Front wheels moment [Nmm]: detail of the phases C and D
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Fig. 15 Legs moment [Nmm] without auxiliary wheels (blue) and with auxiliary wheels (red)
same motion law parameters are suitable, in case of
higher steps the angle θB must be accurately tuned to
perform correctly the rotation of the robot around the
contact point P, which is the most critical phase.
7 Embodiment Design of Mantis 2.0 Legs
with Auxiliary Wheels
The overall mechanical architecture of Mantis 2.0
(Fig. 17) is similar to the first version, and the redesign
is focused on the legs. Figure 18 shows the mechanical
layout of the main body: the front wheels are actuated
independently by the gearmotors m1 and m2, and the
legs are actuated independently by m3 and m4. Four
gear pairs (g1. . .g4) realize the transmission between
the output shafts of the gearmotors m1. . .m4 and the
shafts s1. . . s4 of front wheels and legs. The main
body hosts also the motor drives, the remote control
receiver, the wireless video transmitter and the bat-
teries; room is available for additional environmental
sensors.
Fig. 16 Main body vertical position [mm] and pitch angle [◦ ] without auxiliary wheels (blue) and with auxiliary wheels (red)
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Fig. 17 Mantis 2.0
embodiment design: overall
view
The redesign of the legs has been performed con-
sidering three main requirements:
– introduction of the auxiliary wheels to improve
the reliability of the final phase of step climbing,
as discussed in Sections 5 and 6;
– possibility of varying the legs length: even if
the parameter γl can be optimized in simulation
for a square step, this geometrical ratio influ-
ences the robot behaviour in many other operative
conditions, for example while performing mixed
leg-wheel locomotion on unevenness and obsta-
cles; therefore variable-length legs are useful for
an exhaustive experimental campaign;
– realization of the elastic return force of the passive
degrees of freedom of the legs end by coil springs
instead of flexible plates, to have the possibility of
quickly changing stiffness and preload.
The resulting leg design is shown in Figs. 19 and 20.
The legs are telescopic; the elastic preload of the leg
ends a can be tuned by moving the plates b (Fig. 20);
Fig. 18 Mantis 2.0
embodiment design:
mechanical layout of the
main body
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Fig. 19 Variable-length legs with auxiliary wheels: exploded view and section
Fig. 20 Variable-length
legs with auxiliary wheels:
working principle
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the relative motion between legs and auxiliary wheels
c is constrained by the one-way bearing d. The real-
ization of the Mantis 2.0 prototype is in progress.
8 Conclusions
The experimental tests on the Mantis 1.0 prototype
have shown that the adopted hybrid solution is effi-
cient, flexible and suitable for a wide range of struc-
tured and unstructured environments, thanks to its
mixed locomotion which conjugates energetic effi-
ciency, stable camera vision on flat terrains and climb-
ing ability. Similarly to stepping triple wheels robots,
and unlike rotating legs robots, Mantis has good
energetic efficiency, due to the wheeled locomotion
without continuous impacts on the terrain, and sta-
ble vision. An advantage over stepping triple wheels
robots is the capability of climbing square steps higher
than the robot itself in rest position, thanks to the shape
of the rotating legs.
During step climbing, the most critical phase is the
last, when the front wheels must move forward the
robot, which is suspended on the legs pointing back-
ward to lift the rear axle. Even if in general the wheels
traction overcomes the legs-step friction, the tests have
highlighted that in particular conditions wheels may
slip during this phase, lowering the repeatability and
reliability of the step climbing manoeuvre. In order to
solve this problem, the no-slip condition in the final
phase of step climbing has been analysed, and a partial
redesign of the legs, with the introduction of unidirec-
tional auxiliary wheels, has been tested by means of
multibody simulation.
The next step of the research is an exhaustive
experimental campaign on the Mantis 2.0 prototype
to confirm the effectiveness of the new leg design,
not only for square step climbing but also in hybrid
leg-wheel locomotion on uneven terrains and irregular
obstacles.
Moreover, another important topic is the develop-
ment of an automatic guidance system for step/stair
climbing, capable of controlling the robot motion with
a proper leg-wheel coordination; to this aim, the main
issue is the design of a navigation system capable of
calculating path and motion planning, with sufficient
reliability and robustness to disturbances, by merging
the information coming from on-board sensors and
terrain mappings. In particular, the main body of the
robot should be equipped with a video camera and an
infrared, laser or ultrasonic distance sensor mounted
on a pan/tilt support. The vision system sends the
images to the control station, where they are analysed
automatically by a scene recognition system or by a
human operator. Once detected the presence of the
step or of the stair, the step/stair profile can be recon-
structed by means of the movable distance sensor [20].
Then the guidance system positions the robot in front
of the step and starts the climbing sequence discussed
in Section 6, tuning the motion law of legs and wheels
as a function of the step rise and going. Once started
the step climbing sequence, distance sensors placed on
the front of the main body and under the rear axle can
be used to measure the actual relative position between
the robot and the step/stair profile, in order to moni-
tor the manoeuvre progress, thus providing sufficient
robustness to the guidance system. The logic of vari-
ation of the climbing motion sequence as a function
of the step geometry can be synthetized by using the
proposed multibody model.
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